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While the views expressed herein are my own and not those of my employer, my views are informed
by my work as an Associate Professor at the University of Denver Sturm College of Law. My
scholarship focuses on the intersection of criminal justice and immigration justice systems. And, in
my teaching capacity, I regularly supervise students in the Criminal Defense Clinic handling cases in
the General Sessions division of the Denver County Court.
This bill takes important steps toward disentangling the criminal justice system of the City and County
from the federal immigration enforcement system, and toward reforming the one-size-fits-all
municipal criminal code. I write to urge the Committee and the City Council to take the additional
steps needed to make this bill deliver on what it promises—meaningful disentanglement of Denver’s
criminal justice system from federal immigration enforcement.
Disentangling criminal justice from federal immigration enforcement
Of the many reasons why cities and counties all across the country are taking steps to disentangle their
criminal justice systems from the federal immigration enforcement system, foremost among them is
the goal of building community trust. At this point it is common knowledge that entanglement drives
non-citizens and members of mixed families into the shadows, making them less likely to interact with
police as crime victims or witnesses.1 President Obama’s task force on policing concluded that
“whenever possible, state and local law enforcement should not be involved in immigration
enforcement.”2
It has been represented that the bill before the Committee is an attempt to accomplish just this sort of
disentanglement.3 But the bill falls short in several important ways.
The bill retains the possibility of a one-year sentence, creating entanglement with immigration.
The City did reach out to immigration stakeholders during the drafting of the bill, but ignored their
principal request—to reduce the maximum sentence under the municipal code to 364 days. This would
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create a clean break between the Denver criminal justice system and immigration enforcement by
eliminating the possibility that municipal crimes could lead to deportation on the ground that they
carry a potential penalty of one year.
There is no criminal justice purpose for insisting on a one-year sentence maximum. There is no
meaningful difference between a 364-day and a 365-day sentence—City officials readily admit that
these sentences are rarely imposed,4 and sentence credits for “good time” all but ensure that no one
will actually serve the 365th day. Given the insignificant difference—except for its bearing on
immigration consequences—between a 364-day and 365-day sentence, the suggestion that retaining
the possibility of a one-year sentence is necessary to “protect the community from violent offenders”5
undercuts the claim that the City is disentangling itself from immigration enforcement. Instead the
intransigence on this point suggests the intent behind retaining the one-year sentence is precisely for
the purpose of adding deportation to whatever sentence is received through the municipal court
process.
The bill fails to take other meaningful steps recommended by stakeholders to disentangle Denver’s
criminal system from immigration enforcement.
The bill also represents no action on other meaningful reforms suggested by immigration advocates.
Under the Trump administration, noncitizens may be targeted for enforcement based on any contact
with the criminal justice system, regardless of how minor and regardless of whether a conviction
results.6 The point of entanglement with immigration is arrest—because the fingerprints of every
person booked following arrest are transmitted to the Department of Homeland Security.
The proposed Denver Sanctuary Ordinance of 2017, unveiled at a community meeting on April 27,
2017,7 includes specific proposals to limit arrests,8 which would signal a meaningful break with
immigration enforcement. The bill represents inadequate consideration of those proposals, which
include:
• Decriminalizing code violations;
• Establishing tiers of fine-only violations, for which jail is not a possible sentence;
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•
•
•

Limiting arrest authority,9 so that more ordinance violations are handled via summons
without arrest;
Creating procedures for community members to clear warrants without arrest or
incarceration;
Creating procedures for community members to resolve ordinance violations without
appearing in court.10
*

*

*

Reducing the maximum sentence for a good number of municipal violations is a significant and badly
needed reform. But without more, the claim that the City is meaningfully disentangling its criminal
system from federal immigration enforcement with this bill rings hollow. Discretion will continue to
be exercised at every stage of the system—from policing on the street to sentencing in the courts—
that leaves entanglement with immigration in the hands of City officials, to be decided on a case-bycase basis. More can and should be done by the City Council to insulate the City’s criminal system
from the corrosive effects of this entanglement with the federal immigration system.
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